
Rzr Xp900 Instuctions

Dissassembly:
Before you do the headshim you will want to order a stator cover gasket you may 
be able to save the one on it but alot of times they will tear.

First you will remove both seats from machine then behind the seats there will be 
two black knobs you turn half a turn on the shield to get to the exhaust side of 
motor

         

   

                   



Next you will go to the back of machine and remove the engine compartment 
cover then you will get a T27 torx and start removing all the torx screws on the 
back rack 

  



Once you get the back rack removed you can start removing exhaust springs off 

muffler.



Now you can start removing the stock airbox there will be a couple 10mm bolts 
and two hose clamps onto the throttle bodys, on the bottem of air cleaner there will 
be two bolts on a bracket you will need to remove also 





Now you can go ahead and remove the vacuum lines to the IAC the one big one 
with hose clamp and the two small red squeeze clamps 

Next remove then two fuel lines to the throttle bodys one feed and one return line 



 
Remove Tps sensor plugin

Remove two bolts holding the oil reservoir 



Then on each side of machine there will be two bolts holding the brackets for side 
vents remove them, then you will be able to remove the crossbar that the IAC is 
mounted too.



Loosen clamps and remove throttle bodys from the cyclinder head. you can leave 
the throttle cable hooked up just lay the throttle bodys above the tranny/rear end



Remove the Torx bolts holding the valve cover

Remove the clutch cover bolts and then the clutch cover.



With the valve cover removed and clutch cover you can turn the motor over so you 

can get too both cam gear bolts.  



Then you can remove the cam tensioner bolt.

Now you can remove the cam gears. If want to it works good to put a ziptie on the 
cam chain just makes it easy to pull back up through the head when reassembling.



Now you should drain some of the coolant out of engine it works easy to remove 
hose off of thermostat housing then get a funnel makes it easier to catch coolant. 



Now you need to remove the header

remove the push darts that hold the heatshield above the header/cylinder head



Now you can remove camshaft caps. We recommend that you get a service 
manual from your dealer or have them copy the pages with the proper torque 
sequences and all the specs on setting timing.



Then you can remove the cylinder head bolts Dont forget the two small 8mm bolts 
on the outside of head right below the where the cam gears were.

Now you can remove cylinder head be sure to clean off all gasket debris on the 
cylinder head and the engine. 



You will need to remove the magneto/stator cover to be able to see the crankshaft 
timing mark on the flywheel to the split in the cases.

Reassembly:



Then place the headgasket with shim onto the block 

Make sure everything is lined up and dowel pins are in the block then go ahead 
and place cylinder head on and as you are doing this pull the cam chain up 
through and make sure the rubber cam chain sliders are in the correct spot.  Then 
get a torque wrench and refer to stock manual to tell you the torque sequence and 
specs very important. 

The flywheel has a line on it and the split in the two cases is where that mark 
needs to line up to the pic shows the flywheel mark a little up from the split but it 
needs to be right in between the two cases.



The intake cam should have two I 's lined up with the head and exhaust cam 
should show two E 's lined up with the head. Refer to service manual.



Once those are tight you can reinstall cam chain tensioner and then grab clutch 
and turn motor over 360 degrees to confirm the marks are all still aligned. Then 
reinstall valve cover, and stator cover. Then you can reinstall exhaust header.

Now remove the two inner throttle body boot bolts and replace with the support 
bracket and two allen screws supplied with it, also notice on the bracket on the 
bottom right it is close to thermostat housing if you look at the bracket there is 
some material machined out so it will clear the top bolt of the thermostat housing.

Now you can remove 2 allen bolts and remove the stock injectors and replace with 
the 2 injectors we supply you with, then place throttle bodys back into the throttle 
body boots and tighten the hose clamps, then the other part of the throttle body 
support will have two long 1/4" diameter bolts that will need to be loctited and then 
tightened



Now you can remove the top tranny mount bolt 



Now grab turbocharger assembly and place on the left side of mount and snug the 
bolt 

Now the oil return there will be a plug right infront of primary clutch it is a allen plug 
remove that and there will be a short 90 degree fitting we supply you with that you 
will put in place of the plug



Now route the oil return hose all the way around the stator cover side and to the 
90 fitting you placed here please make sure the hose has constant downhill slope 
from bottom of turbo try not to have any bellys in the hose you may have to trim 
the hose some to route it nicely. 



now the coolant lines as you can see the factory one goes through a holder in pic  
above. The stator cover you will remove that line from the water pump to the 
thermostat housing the (lower one) that is 1/2" then you will replace that line the 
one off the turbo that is routed overtop of turbo(the shorter one of the two) will go 
to thermostat housing, the longer one will go over stator cover through the holder 
on stator cover and to the water pump.

Oil supply line you will remove the big allen plug right above stator cover and 
replace it with adapter we supply you then the stainless braided supply line will 
tighten onto that adapter



Can remove the vacuum line with red squeeze clamps and replace with the 
vacuum hose assembly the short end to throttle body and long hose end will go to 
IAC. The clear hose will go to boost gauge, the 5/32 hose will go to Fuel Pressure 
Regulator, and the other black 3/16 hose will hook to BOV

                                                                       5/32 hose goes here:

 



Be sure to place 2 springs on top and bottom of turbo pipe to header joint

Can unplug the white and black plugins near the oil tank then hook the dobeck 
plugins inline with them they are color matched, then the dobeck box black wire 
will need to go to negative on battery and the little blue hose with tee will hook on 
turbochager inline from compressor cover to the wastegate actuator.



 

The aem wideband sensor will be placed in downpipe then the gauge will need to 
12v power source under speedometer there should be a power and ground wire 
you can hook to.  Gauge mount will be black and will mount here on steering rod. 



Donaldson air cleaner: you will remove the factory bolt above the clutch cover and 
replace from backside with the supplied allen then in the pic it shows corrugated 
tube but you will need to trim your factory hose to go from side plenum to intake 
on donaldson then we supply you with 2 45's and a short piece of tube to go from 
donaldson to the the turbo inlet.



When you put the silicone on tighten the 2 clamps to the throttle bodys then when 
you tighthen the clamp to the turbo give it a twist up before you tighten that will 
help keep silicone farther away from downpipe.

The hose off the silicone will need to go to center barb on IAC like in picture.



Kits come with team adjustable weights and a secondary helix for the helix you will 
remove the secondary and there will be 4 torx bolts you need to remove then the 
helix will come out and then replace with the supplied helix and for the weights, 
different colored bolts and thick and thin washers weigh different amounts try to 
load evenly as you can. with headshim and helix and you will need to use supplied 
red primary spring and at 1500 elevation baseline start at 72 grams for 8 lbs of 
boost. If you are planning to run more then 8lbs of boost run some av gas or race 
gas with your 91 pump gas, at 15 lbs of boost run 50/50 mix of high octane and 
91, or you can just run strait E-85 if available and E-85 will work for any boost 
levels.




